ABSTRACT
The adherence of employees towards Information Security Policy (ISP) established in the organization is crucial in reducing information security risks. Some scholars have suggested that employees’ compliance to ISP could be influenced by Information Security Culture (ISC) cultivated in the organization. Several studies on the impact of ISC towards ISP compliance have proposed different dimensions and factors associated to ISC with substantial differences in each finding. This paper is discussing an enhanced conceptual framework of ISP compliance behavior by addressing ISC as a multidimensional concept which consist of seven comprehensive dimensions. These new proposed ISC dimensions developed using all the key factors of ISC in literature and were aligned with the widely accepted concept of organizational culture and ISC. The framework also integrated with the most significant behavioral theory in this domain of study, which is Theory of Planned Behavior to provide more deep understanding and richer findings of the compliance behavior. This framework is expected to give more accurate findings on the relationships between ISC and ISP compliance behavior.

CCS Concepts
• Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy
• Social and professional topics → Computer crime
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 The ISC Dimensions in ISP Compliance Behavior
Prior studies on the relationship of ISC on ISP compliance have used different dimensions to represent ISC concept. Those dimensions of ISC were constructed using certain methods such as interview with Information Technology experts [8] and by conducting literature analysis on the previous ISC-related studies [7]. At the same time, there are many conceptual models of ISC.